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Perry Johnson Registrars, Inc. Announces FREMONTA Corp.  
ISO 9001:2015 Certification 
 
Troy, MI September 22, 2022 — Perry Johnson Registrars, Inc. is pleased to announce 
the certification of FREMONTA Corp. to the ISO 9001:2015 standard. 
 
Based out of their Bay Area, California headquarters since 2018, FREMONTA Corp. is an industry leader 
in the development and production of sampling tools used in food safety applications. These innovative 
tools help decrease the cost to the producer while reducing stress on customers’ quality teams through 
more automatic and less laborious quality control measures. 
 
Committed to manufacturing the highest-quality and most cutting-edge products possible, FREMONTA 
has achieved the outstanding accomplishment of zero quality defects across the millions of 
MicroTally®Swabs produced and shipped for the past three consecutive years. They have also delivered 
100% order fulfilment and ensured customer satisfaction. Given that admirable dedication to quality, 
pursuing ISO 9001:2015 certification with Perry Johnson Registrars, Inc. was a logical step. 
 
Being ISO 9001:2015 certified means providing customers with confidence that: 
 

-their primary focus is on the needs of customers 
-their leadership is focused on establishing unity and direction 
-team involvement and participation is emphasized 
-processes are controlled as an approach to quality management 
-leaders and management groups coordinate to achieve improved productivity 
-increased performance is achieved through continual improvement 
-decisions are made most effective by thorough analysis and interpretation of data 
-optimization of resources and costs is achieved by mutually beneficial supplier relationships 

All ISO 9001:2015 certified businesses effectively demonstrate their continuing dedication to quality and 
customer satisfaction above and beyond the normal practices of uncertified organizations. By 
demonstrating this dedication through certification, the impressive reputation of FREMONTA Corp. is 
further emphasized. 

About Perry Johnson Registrars, Inc. 
 
Perry Johnson Registrars, Inc. is dedicated to differentiating itself as an effective provider of certification 
services, as well as ensuring that we create value for our customers, industry stakeholders, and 
employees. PJR understands the importance of impartiality in carrying out its management system 
certification activities, manages conflict of interest, and ensures the objectivity of its management 
certification activities. 
 
Press Contact: Amy Wayne – awayne@pjr.com 


